Home Economics
Pupils will be identifying the
various groups of people within
the society e.g babies,
toddlers, children, teenagers,
adults and study their
nutritional needs. They would
use their culinary skills in
planning and making dishes
that would be suitable for
these various groups using the
right equipment while working
hygienically and safely.

Englis

Mathematics
 Identifying common factors,
multiples and prime numbers
 multiplying and dividing decimal
numbers
 Solving problems with percentages
 Solving equations
 shapes and coordinates
 Fractions, equivalents and algebra
 nets, angles and coordinates
 Focus on algebra
 Solving more problems
 Ratio and proportion

English
Students will begin to prepare for Year 7. Focus this term will be on
Reading and writing skills through a variety of genres including Media
and poetry which include Writing for different purposes and
audiences, Using figures of speech(simile, metaphor and
personification), Reading to retrieve, deduce ,infer and support
inference with evidence, Speaking and listening
activities(presentations, articulate arguments and opinions),
Grammar: Frontal adverbial clauses, relative clauses, passive and
active voice, modal, SAT practise will involve grammar practise,
comprehension and vocabulary development.

Science
 Change over time.
 Many
 Offspring.
 Evolution.
 Darwin, Wallace & Mebdel
 Plant adaptation.
 Animal adaptation.
 Advantages & disadvantages
of adaptation.

History
Medieval Life 1066-1500
Castle change throughout the
period (relate to first term’s
work).
Make a castle in groups
(provide similar resources for
each group)
Feudal system
Medieval health - especially
plague.

Art & Design
UNIT TITLE; TALKING TEXTILES
 Exploring and developing ideas
(Introduction to illustrations on textiles
 Preparation of fabric surfaces for illustrations.
 Use of symbols, shapes and colours in simple
illustrations

Year 6
Curriculum
Overview
Lent 2020
French
 Temps libre- Leisure
Discussing one’s hobbies
 Étre en train de : Expressing an on-going action using
different verbs to express an on-going action.
 La musique- Music
Naming different musical instruments.
 Le sport- Sports
Naming different sports and sport wears.

Physical Education
Sports Day Practice Swimming: Advanced Skills
Development, Basic Swim Training, Water Polo, and Life
Saving. Selecting pupils for running, jumping, throwing
and other Sports Day activities.

Basketball: They develop skills in finding space and
keeping control of a ball and use a basic court set up.
Swimming: Teaching to be more efficient in water through
developing proficiency across all strokes, butterfly,
breaststroke, backstroke and freestyle. Develop proper
streamline position, breakout, kicking and pulling,
breathing techniques across all strokes. Survival &
Lifesaving skills, Water Polo play strategies & Relay races.

Computer Studies
This unit engages the children in the story
Journey to the River Sea by Eva Ibbotson with a
focus on computer networks, software and
services. The children will look at topics within
‘How computers work’ and ‘Communication’
such as networks, searching, Web 2.0 tools for
collaboration, wikis and blogs. They will consider
the term ‘multitasking’ and think about the
‘fetch execute cycle’ as a precursor for their
future learning in computing.

.

Geography
Coastal mapping and grid reference
Features of a coast
People and the coast.
Coastal care
Coastal management

Music/Drama
(Music)-Guitar Skills
 Rhythmic and melodic dictation
 Constructing major scales.
 Work on Matilda! Music
(Drama)-Exploring Voice, Facial Expression
and Body Language.
 Play text(Matilda)

P.H.S.E.
A range of topics including New Beginnings,
Getting On and Falling Out
and Bullying

